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P R E F A C E  
- It wodd be an impertinence for me or anybody else to d t e  a 
Preface to this pamphlet in order to commend to the ~ubl ic  Friedrich 
Adler, long time Secretary of the Labor and Socialist International, or 
anything written by him. The author and his pamphlet speak for 
themselves. 

' But i t  is neither impertinent nor necessary to point out to m c m  
readers the tremendous importance of the subject with which Friedrich 
Adler deals and the fact of which he gives conspicuous proof, that those 
interested in justice for Trotsky are by no means all "Trotskyists." The 
attempt of the Soviet government and the Communist Party to deny 
a11 rights of asylum to Leon Trotsky throughout the world is based 
upon the revelations, or supposed revelations, of the Moscow trial hcn 
examined. It is on such miserable foundations that they seek to atab- 
lish a precedent which would end political asylum, one of the oldest of 
civil rights, turn the world into a prison-house, and give the keys to the 
dictators. Communists exiled by the fascist dictators of Italy and 
Germany would be among the chief of sderers. 

Nor is this all. At the very time when under their new line the 
Conimwist parties of the Third International are preaching a united 
front against fascism they themselves by the policy of which the 
Moscow trial of Kamenev, Zioviev, and their companions, and now in 
all probability of Radek, is an illustration, are intensifying suspicion, 
division, and mutual hatred in the working class movements of 
the world. 

Worst of all, they are dimming the glory of the Socialist ideal in 
the minds of thoughtful observers. I t  is precisely because I am so eager 
to emphasize the differences between Soviet Russia and Nazi Germany 
and to extol the great achievements of Russia that I mourn a situation 
which permits men to say: "Hitler's blood purge of his party, Stalin's 
war against Trotsky-what is the difference id spirit, in method, in 
meaning for mankind?" It is because I believe that the Socialist revo- 
lution is. the basis for true liberty and true justice, as well as for the 
economic well-being of the workers, that I muat regard the MOSCOW 
trial and the temper it illustrates as a betrayal of Socialism and a Mot 

, upon a great record of achievement in Soviet Russia. 
In reading of the Moscow trial we are not studying an event that 

is over and done with. We are not simply trying to decide how and 
why such an amazing affair could have taken place. We are not pri- 
marily concerned with a final judgment upon Kamenev and Zioviev. 
From my point of view, no interpretation of the trial can rehabilitate 
them. We are concerned with the living issue of justice, iirst for 
Trotsky, and second for others who dissent for one reason or another 
from some of Stalin's policies, and who challenge what they fear are 
dangerous bureaucratic tendencies in Soviet Russia. That is what giva 
importance to Friedrich Adler's study of the Moscow Trial. 





The Witchcraft Trial 
in Moscow - 

By FRIEDRICH ADLER 

(Secretary of tbe Labor and Socia1~st.Intemationul) 

BECAUSE of the w v e  of indignation which passed over public opinion 
in Europe and America as a result of the trial of Zinoviev, Kamenev 
and fourteen other defendants, the People's Commissariat of Justice of 
the U.S.S.R. decided to issue the reports of the court proceedings, in so 
far as they had been published by the Russian Government Press, as a 
propaganda pamphlet in English, French and German. As far as we 
can tell, the text of the pamphlet only differs verbally from that pub- 
lished in the Commnist "International Press Correspondence." 

As the material is now generally available, to the extent to which 
the Soviet Government is prepared to allow it to be used, the moment 
for a definite consideration has arrived. 

"It is impossible to read, without a feeling of deepest indignation, 
the telegram sent in such haste to the Soviet Governmeat regarding the 
trial of the terrorist Trotsky-Zimviev centre, by the oficial reprqenta- 
tives of the Labor and Socialist International and the International 
Federation of Trade Unions, signed by de Brouck&re, Adler, C i t h  
and ScheveneIs." 

In these words h r g i  Dimitrov, Secretary of the Communist Inter- 
national, began his article, in which he poured out a veritable flood of 
insults and misrepresentations against the "reactionary leaders" who 
signed the telegram m the Soviet Government. From the tone adopted 
by Di i t rov  it is possible to see the embarrassment felt by all who are 
obliged to cover up the damage done in MOSCOW, an embarrassment 
which is all the greater the more one knows of the devastating effects 
which it vtms bound to produce in Western Europe. 

Nothing would be easier than to strike Dimitrov with his own 
weapons and to give expression to the exasperation and indignation 
which we e much more entitled to feel than the .semi-ofticia1 spokes- 
men of Moscow. 
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Bug 1 do not intend to follow Georgi Dimiu~v's line. The time is 3 
too serious for wordy warfare, for allowing anger to vent itself in : 
insults. I will attanpt in a sober manner to make intelligible the pmb- . 
lem with which we are faced, a problem whose *portance will not be 
underrated by anybody who is not pursuia.g an oarich policy in relation 
to the severe setback in the International Labor Movement which has - 

been a consequence of the Moscow Trial. 
I address-these statements to Georgi Dimitrov because. in his case , '; ' 

certain conditions arc present which pe&it me u, hope that he is more 
susceptible to my way of thinlring .&an other rulers in Moscow. Dimit- -.- 

rev, like mysclf, .has had personal experience of a trial which was a 
matter of life and death. 

At the Reichrtag Fire 7'ria.l it was for him a matter of course, just ;; 
as it was for me when I stood before the Special Tribunal, to put for- ,,: 
ward bis own convictions aggressively and without concession, to the '3 
end. And he therefore has the same feeling as I have with regard to the d 
pitiabl~~).ess of the humvl species which revealed itself in such a revolt- -.! 
ing nwmer in the defendants at the Moscow trial. .1 

I therefore have some hope that Dimitrov may understand the real .-! 
k+ of the problem beyond the mass of untenable accuntions which I 

, 5  h produces in the chorus of the Moscow Government press, even i t  
bug31  h may not dare to admit this openly, in view of.the psychosis $ 
which a t  present prevails in Moscow. But I am not concerned with :2 
today-the damage is d o n d u t  with creating the conditions for the 2 , --? 

future. Towards this, everybody can make a contribution who under- 
jJ 

.stands whg is the real matter at issue. . -, a 
e 

INTERNATIONAL LABOR'S PROTEST 

The telegram which we sent from Paris on August 21st was as 4 
follows; 

" T o  the President of the Council of PcoplZs Commissars in Moscow! - 

" A t  the time when world working class is unitedly backing the Spanish workers 
in the defence of their democratic, republic, we regret @e opening in MOSCOW of a 
great politid trial, 

"Although the accused Zinoviev and hi associates have always been bitter &ies 

of the Labor and Soci?list In te rna t id  and the Infcruational Federation of Trade 
Unions, we nevertheless dunand that all legal guarantees shall be given and that the. 
accused shall be allowed to have defeqdig Counsel who are absolutely independent of 
the government. And that no death sentence shall be promulgated and in any case 
thzt no p d u r e  excluding the right of appeal shall be applied. 

De Bmck6re, President, Adler, Secretary, 
of the Labor and Socialist International. 

Ciuine, President, Schevends, Secretary, 
of the International Federation of Trade Unions." 

We have reproduced the text of our telegram here, as it is su6cient 
to read it f& thewhole of the fantastic accusation that its signatories 



hod sbom s~lidanity &I any nay with "the  accomplice^ of P 
i allies of the Gestapo" to dissolve into n o ~ e s s .  #:hi,; ,-.g2,~: .-!-$'& 

. . 
lb,; 2; i < ~  .-;<'q INTERNATIONAL LABOR AND THE ACCUSED _ t1 t - <.-2.--*$ 

Nobody who knows anything of the history of the Labor Movement ,-: ;;A 
5: -, $- since the war can harbor the suspicion that we have any particulv - :;,$ 
4. sympathy for Zinoviev, Kamenev or Trotsky, whether political or per- : fj'2 c$i.,- sonal. I have never known any of the sixteefl defendants personally, . -3 

and the names of a dozen of them I only read for the first time in the -,>-'T 
L !- - ,r: indictment. , t L  Y 

My enmity toward Zinoviev is of a somewhat earlier date than .- f$ . . ., 
%;. +_ Dimitrov's. I recog* him to be one of those mainly responsible for 1. : 
b..; the split in the ranks of the working-class at a time when Dimitmy :':j - still had to honor him as President of the Communist International. We .:: 
&.*-.-+ 
s . ,  - -I, 
>. - :. condemned Zinoviev when he c a d  the infamous "twenty-one con&- . -- or 

+F, . - tiom" to be adopted at the Second Congress of the Co-unist Inta- ::2 
+=.: y, 

, national in 1920 and came to Halle a few months later in order to split 
b* c the Independent Social-Democratic Party of Germany on their basis. : :-% 

m.'3 ' .' a j- 

,F~,,;, We condemned Ziioviev when at the same Congress of the Communist ~+;g 9:n- :. 
.c,- International -he called for a split in the International Trade Union . 

b,', , , . ',1 Movement and when, after this "frontal attack" had miscarried, he . < 
r - 3  > %:.-. degraded the serious problem of the unity of the working-class m the - - %  

$:*; : deceitful tactics of the united front maneuver at the Fourth Congress - : 7; 
. ,%"7 

I , of the Conmunist International in 1922. We saw through the inventor 
.." of the united front' maneuver as a "double-dealer" and opposed him a -. 

$'!'- dozen years- before this really suitable word was hurled at him in - 

p. 4 -,- : Moscow. c ,  

:, .- And Trotsky? The personal contact which I had with him before 
A iT 

, , .-f + - -  5 
, and during the war was brought to a drastic end by Trotsky himself - . , 

in November 1919, when he thought it necessary to put forward per- - :-? 
p>x w n d y  the proposal ghat I should be deprived of my honorary member- - 

sg &ip of the Russian Soviet Congress. We were. never Trotskyists, not 
PI 

&hen the Co~~llunis t i  of all countries had to-walls in awe of the . 123 

gt&,Mpmne leader of the Red Army, nor when six months af tu  Lenin's+ 
' .1.$ F+ death Stalin presided jointly with Trotsky over ohe Fifth Congress of *. :$ 

: - b  

I+-., the Communist International (1924), nor later d e n  the struggle for , --: 3 
the succession led to T T ~ W S  proscription. - ?  . - 

g@is< wwed The defendants in the Moscow trial and their alleged "spiritus - - $ 
&.- , :: rector," Trotsky,' were not our friends when they were great NLn in - - , < k?$ the Soviet Union, nor +ere they when they went into opposition in . - -  

* 
. order tg replace the dictatorship of Stalin by their own. We had no =*. :-:.i 

i 7 reason whatever to expect from Trotsky or Zinoviev that the deveiop- '. 

tnart of rhe Soviet Union towards the Socialist democracy for which -- ,$ 
? . q e  are bping, q d d  be accelerated if they returned to power. - .v ::% 

3 ,  

. 7 - 
h &*#. 3 

- f , .  :* 



'2' 
% '4 Any attempt to explain o w  tekgram by any solidarity OY sympatby - 

whatever witb th defedmts, or by any relation to t h ,  i s  me ndn- 2 

sense, which c d d  only deceiue tbe most abysmally ignorant. The ' 

problem is not with tbe accused but witb tbp ucrusers, witb tbe methods 
of political justice in the Soviet Union. # 

u- A'  
C 

THESE JUDICIAL ATROCITIES MUST CEASE 

We have no desire whatever to introduce "the old tune of hypo- 
critical - humanity" (International Press * CowespolPdetcce, p. 1042), 
which is treated by the Communist Press with so much disdain. We will 
openly admit that in comparison with tlie thousands who are being 
made the victims of the rebel generals in Spain, with the innumerable 
victims whom Hitlerite Fascism has on its conscience, and even with 
those who lost their lives in the earlier waves of terror of the S t a h  
dictatorship, the sixteen who were shot in Moscow are a relatively 
small a&. 

Nor have we any desire to raise the problems c o ~ e c t e d  with the 
principle of the death penalty as such, or the problems of terrorism 
under a dictatorship, or to go into the question whether i t  is really a 
fact that in the nineteenth year of the Bolshevik dictatorship the regime 
is still unable to maintain itself without large-scale slaughter. In this 
connection we do not intend to discuss any of these problems but 
simply what Lean Bluh castigated as "The Odious Moscow Trial" in a 
devastating series of articles in the Popidaire as long ago as 193 1. No 
attention was paid to him or to all rhe others who protested a t  the dme, 
and five years later the same methods of detestable judicial atrocities 
have been employed. 

I t  is no accident that the very Socialists who most clearly recognize 
the necessity for rallying all the forces of the proletariat in the great 
class struggle which the near future will bring,. are those who protat 
most vigorously. They are determhed to defend tbe Soviet U n h  with 
all their energy, h t  ,they cannot bca bavhg to be ashamed of tbe 
Soviet Union becmse of tbese methods of &a. Sllcb trials mgst not 
take place again; this must at last be realized by tbe rulers in Moscow. 

And since this realization is so urgently necessary, we wish to 
explain the essential point again fully and objectively, although we ue 
positively filled with anger at being compelled to make matters clear to 
the atavistic rulers in Moscow when all our thoughts and feelings are 
with the defenders of liberty in Spcrin. 

WITCHCRAFT TRIALS 

I confess to the "likalis&c prejudice" that the witchcraft trials 
which took ' place during practically three .centuries, - belonged to the 

8 



eeconfessions" were solemnly made before the courts, 
the defendant a f h e d  that he had met the devil in person, that 
concluded a pact with him and that on the basis of this pact he 

a11 kinds of sorcery. Thousands suffered death by fire as 
a result of their "confession" that by their magic they had caused sick- 
ness in human beings and animaIs, the fdure of crops, hailstorms, and 
other damage of all kinds. 

Pope Innocent VIII solemnly proclaimed in his Bull "Summt D 
erantis" in 1484 that witchcraft was something which actually existed, 

' 

and his two Inquisitors published the infamous "malleus malefic 
which instructed the courts in the procedure for the conviction 
witches and sorcerers. Witchcraft was treated as a crime against religion :$: 

th the same penalties and the same pro- :;:A? 

was aimed at securing a eeconfession" at {$ 
< -:4,4 

The most famous m e s s  achieved by this method is known to all: 
er the fourth tthearing" the great Gdeo was already ripe for the 
a proceedings in public before the tribunal of the Inquisition in 
me, which took place on the day after this hearing. At this hnal stage 
read out and signed the confession of his sins in the presence of the 

ardinals and prelates of the Holy Office, in which the following pas- 

". . . I abjure with a sincere heart and unfkgned faith, I curse and detest the said 
rrors and heresies . . . that is, of having held and believed that the Sun is the centre 
f the universe and immovable, and that the Earth is not the centre of the same, 
nd that it does move" 

" That wis in 163 3, during a century which began with the burning 
the heretic Giordano Bruno, and produced the largest crop of witch- 
mings. There is an abundance of literature on the question whether 

alileo was submitted to physical tdrture by the Inquisition, or whether 
they were able to content themselves with psycMc torture. The.1atter 
is more probable. The fear of physical torture, and the fear of a violeht 
death at the stake was probably d c i e n t  to bring Galilee to subjection, 
to a complete "confession" of his sins. 

The last witch-burning in p&Kc took place in Germany in 1729, 
and this was the case of the Prioress of the Convent of Unterzell, who 
was burnt alive at WWburg after her "confession" that she was pos- 
sessed of the devil. But death sentences for witchcraft were carried out 
for half-a-century longer, the last as recently as 1782 against a maid- 

nt in Glarus in Switzerland; and it was not until 1 8 3 4, hardly more . 

at the Inquisition was finally abolished in 

9 



BACK TO THE I N Q U I S ~ ~ N  

now we see the staggering fact that the present century has 
serious relapses into the methods of the tribunals of the 

Inquisition. 
Physkol torture has become a daily event &r the barbarism of 

Fascism. The bestialities in Hitler's concentration, camps and stom. 
troop barracks are a matter of general knowledge. Death sentences have 
been pmnounced in Hiderite Germany after fictitious confessions 
extorted by turtm. Even in Spain, the country in which the Inquisi- 
tion continued to exist longest of all, i t  has made its appearance once 
again. The Socialists, defeated in October 1934, were subjected to 
te&e t o m  in the prisons. 
I( But d mare surprising is the paradox that the Russian ~evolu l  

tion,.which has made much extraordinary efforts to fight against super- 
&dm, has returned under Stalin to the methods of the witchcraft 
e a l s  for political purposes. Five years ago it was pointed out in the 
pgnphlet issued by-the Secretariat of the Labor and Socialist Interna- 
tional,* which has now- unfortunately become of great immediate 
interest again, that: 

"'It is a characteristic feature of all the great trials which have been set on foot 
by Kryleabo since Schachtq that m documents and material documentary proof 
appear in them. Everything is proved siniply by z10Iuntmy comfess~s  and self-acen- 
sotbru of '@tent ddendizats' and nothing by documents . . ." They work "only 
witla paranteed gcnuine 'sincere confessions' which by a wonderful 'predestind har-' 
m y '  always correspond exactly to the latest guiding lines of the 'Pditbureau' of 
tho Communist Party." 

The picture, as seen from outside, is always the same. The indict- 
ment which reproduce the teconfessions'' of the accused made during 
the pr-ry investigations, is repeated at the public proceedings 
where the defeaidants make their ttconfessions" again. The o$y change 
i s  in the role of the producers. A. Y. Vyshinky, however, is always 
present. At the trials down to 193 1 he is not so noticeable in his appar- 
ent objectivity -as "President of the Court," but at the trials since 1931 
he tde over from K.rylenko the role of State Attorney who presents 
the trained defendants- at the main proceedings in public. The most 
important thing, the drilling of the defendants at the preliminary 
iavestigaticm, i.e., what happens behind the scenes, is in the hands of 
thc Ospu Its powerful chief, Yagoda--who suddenly fell into disfavor 
36- the trial and wis transferred to the llninflrlential position of Min- 
*her for &Postal Service-and his assistant, Jacob Agranoff, are 
rqprded as the chief masters of the Bobhevik "malleus maleficarum.'" - 

*'- Mmmw Trid iad dm Labar and Socialist Intcrnatid," issued by thc Secretariat 04 
du trba 4 S a & k  Intetaational, with coattibutions by Friedrich A&, R. Akamodtch, 
tcloe BIam a d  M e  Vandcntlda (Labour Party* London, 19311, P. 26. 



SOVIET SYSTEM OF PQLITICAL $USrr:cE 
. ,  

The trial of Zinoviev, Kamenev and others in August, f 936, is far 
the moment the last of four trials which were brought into r e h i m  
with the assassination of Kirov, Secretary of the Communist Puzp in 
Leningrad, on December 1st. 1934. But even before this date the four 
trials indicated below took place, which are of the greatest importance 
for an understanding of the system of political justice in the S o d  
Union, as they were conducted g'publicly" for propagan& purposes, on 
the same large scale and by precisely the same methods as rh last trial. 

1. In June, 1928, fifty-three Mendants, mwtly engineers and technicians, in 
the Schachty district of the Donetz Basin, stood their irial for " ' e c o n ~  counter- 
revolution." They were supposed to have formed "the C0untc1-Revdftthary Organ- 
ization of Engiaeas in the Co;rl Industry of the Soviet Union" with a "Kharbv 
centre"- and a "Moscow centre." Eleven death sentences were pronounced, five of 
them were carried out, and more than 130 years of imprisomnent w-e imposed. 

2. In November and December, 1930, eight high economic &ciala with Prof* 
so-r Ramsin at their head, were charged with "sabotage activity." They wcrc mppoaed. 
to have founded a "Union of 1Enghwrs' Organizations" which was h ' b c d  by the 
ia&ane,nt as an eeIndus&l Party." Five death smtences wee pronounced, Md the 
remaining ddcmdsnts were each sentenced to ten years' imprisonment. Thc death 
pal t ies  were commuted to terms of imprisonm~nt. 

3. In March, 1931, the so-called "Menshevik T r S '  took place. There were four- 
teen defendants, and they were charged with haying farmed an "All-Union Bureau" 
Thep were s e s l t d  t o  a total of 53 years' impri&mmept. 

4. In, April, 1933, there was a " S a b g e  and Espionage Trial" of enginem and 
technicians employed on various technical plants in the Soviet Union. Of the d e f d -  
ants eleven were Soviet citizms a d  six of British nationality. They were said tp 

-have o r g ~  a Slbotage and Espionage Bureau Eight of the So* Russian ddmd- 
ants wiere sentenced to a total of 61 years' imprisonment, and two of the British to a 
total of 5 years. 

THE MENSHEVIK TRIAL 

In 193 1 I had to make a-thorough study of one of these trials, that 
. of the "Menshevik Union Bureau," in all its details. From my knowl- 

edge of this trial comes my absolute certainty that the Mosww political 
public prosecutors systematically and deliberately extort fictitious con- 

. fessions fwln the defendants. I will not express an opinion as to the 
other trials. Perha@ & these case ihuc were, confessims which 
accorded with the facts. But as regards .the. Menshevik Trial there is no 
doubt whatever as to the fact of the false confessions. ,- 

At ths trirrl, an alleged visit by oaw Comrade Abramovitcb fo Rw- 
- sia was tbe cmtsrrl ferztwe of the c t ~ o o f s . "  

The defendants made full "confessions" with regard to the d e d s  
of their meetings and conversations with Abramovitch in Russia in the 
summer of 1928, but for me it is absolutely certain that all these state- 
mmts were made against their better knowledge. 

We proved tkis in w r  PampbEet fm every the, rvd in tbr mtt 



drastic 7nsnlrer of ell by tbe pbotograpb wbicb sbows Abranwuitcb witb 
tbd delegates of #be Z n t ~ t ~  SociaZist Congress in Brussels at tbe 
very t h e  wben, according to tbe nconfession~," be is supposed to bave 
been in Rnssia. 
The overlooking of this congress was one qf the "errors of stage- 

management" from which the Moscow trials continually s d e r  in spite 
of the most careful preparation. In our pamphlet on the Moscow Trial 
of 193 1 we came to the conclusion that the "verdict" which provided 
the climax of the judicial farce was a pure invention as a whole and in 
all its details. We definitely declared (p. 35)  

". . . that not one single point of essential political importance in the tissue of 
lies in the Moecow trial canbbe mointaind" 

A QUESTION OF HASTE . 

Our unshakable experiiwes in connection with the trial of 1931 
were of necessity bound to awaken our greatest mistrust at once when 
the Russian telegraphic agency announced that once again a great trial 
was being staged against Zinoviev, Kamenev and others, who had 
already been sentenced eighteen months before and had since been in 
prison. 

Dimitrov dares t~ say that we sent. our telegram to the Soviet Gov- 
ernmeat "in such haste." The facts must be kept in mind in order 
fully to appreciate the character of this reproach. The indictment is 
dated August 14th. The accused had to appear before the court on 
August l ~ t h ,  that is, five days later. During the night of August 23rd 
to 24th, sentence was pronounced, and on August 25th the telegraphic 
agency announced that it  had already been carried out. 

In trutb we did not semi our telegram rn August 21st too sowS but 
too late. 

Nobody at that time imagined that the 16 defendants would already 
be shot four days later. I t  was only the Soviet Government which acted 
"in such haste" and e v e  the trial the character of a surprise attack, a 
surprise attack upon the accused and upon world public opinion. 

MOSCOW TRIAL OFFICIAL REPORTS 

After our experiences in 193 1, it was our right and duty to demand 
all legal guarantees for the defendants immediately. Before forming 
our opinion on the trial, however, we wanted to wait until the full 
repofts were available. They are full. The pamphlet published by the 
People's Commissariat of Justice runs to 180 pages. But in spite of its 
relatively great length, this report is unfortunately by no means ver- 
batim, and it  leaves room for all kinds of doubts. I t  is worst of all  with 
regard to the concluding speeches. 

12 



The final spach of State Attorney Vyshinsky, whi& lasted for 
more than four hours, is given in full on 49 pages. But to all the luc 
pleas of the defendants together, which took three full sessions of the 
court and are said to have .lasted 14 hours, only a bare ten pages are , 

given, whereas there should have been at least seventeen times as many . 
if the last pleas of the defendants had been given as fully as the final 
speech of the State Attorney. Important material is missing which 
might perhaps have allowed fuither serious inferences to be made as to 
the veracity of the "confessions" of the accused. Thus all we learn of 
the final plea of the defendant Holtzman are the following three lines: 

eeHere," says Holtzman, "in the dock beside me, is a gang of murderers, not only 
murderers, but Fascist murderers. I do not ask for mercy" (p. 172). 

And yet it would have been important to learn something more from 
the last plea of Holtzman, for in his very important "confession" there 
is one of the "errors of stage-management" which can be demonstrated 
to the full. 

DEMON!3TRABLY FALSE WITNESS 

Holtzman is a highly important defendant. It is said of him in the 
indictment, and also in the report of his examination (p. 98) that: 

"In 1932 he pessonally received from L. Trotsky instructions regarding prepara- 
tions for terroristic acts against the leaders of the C. P. S. U. an.d the Soviet 
G O V ~ ~ ~ . ' '  

Holtzman stated in his examination how he met Trotsky's son, Sedov, 
and how the latter took him to L. Trotsky in Copenhagen to that con- 
versation during which Trotsky "plainly told" him "that the funda- 
mental task now (that is, in the autumn of 1932) was to assassinate 
Comrade Stalin" (p. 10 1). In this decisive "confession" by Holtzmaa 
the following passage occurred (p. 100) : 

"I arranged with Sedov to be in Copenhagen within two or three days, to put up 
at the Hotel Bristd and meet him there. I went to the hotel ~traight from the station 
and in the lqunge met Wov. About 10 a.m. we went to Trotsky . . ." 
This Hotel Bristol, at which Holtzman met Trotsky's son in 1932, 
according to his confession, is actually given first -place among the 
Copenhagen hotels in a pre-war edition of Baedeker's Denmark. Bst it 
is not to be found in tbc post-war guide books, as i t  was pulled down 
in 191 7 a d  has not been rehilt.  
This trivial fact, which fully reveals the veracity value of the 

"confessions," was not ascertained until Holtzman had been shot with- 
out having had the opportunity of appealing. 
' But this does not by any mans exhaust th< number of ecconfessions'' 
by Holtzman which are demonstrably false. Sedov, Trotsky's sm, 
w h  Holtlmafi claims to have met "in fbe lounge" of the Hotel 
Bristol, and who is supposed to have  take^ him to Trotsky's apartmmt 
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wL has never beri;ipi 
Ciqwmhagen, w k  Holmnnn to Tmtrky! Such are th "famsR rhidr 
.irr supposed to p m e  &at Trotsky had "persona@" given "ia-dq 
tkgas&g preparations for terroristic acts!" 
- Thrr are likewise quite a*number of 0 t h  facis which pnme &a# 
& d h  cod&= -e extorted from tbe defendants in rhb triqf' 
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"m- is nmxsaq for the production of m armlg.ta of - . ,2 
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~ & ~ d r u i l s o f t b i r r y s ~ k i n o u r p a & p h l e t i n 1 9 3 1 , w b ~ ~ e  .$ 
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tb trial of 1936 we h d  that rhe pmpse-uf!. . 
' 

f o - b  d ' ~ c o a f e s ~ i ~ ~ ~ ' '  is to bring T~QD~;P.~: 
ntosg important thiag fux &a &&e 
frwn the defendants, wm 

consection crodibk. But if r& nps~7.r 
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In all pmbability the '"PmtsfrJlp;& 
was in 4 9  as m-6xistait: 

' '&e '%i&m&evk union BUT~U" of 193 1. 
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Ua, it has been "proved," proved "by the ntegoricd admkhlllc of tbe 
defendants themselves," as Dimitmv so instructively describes thczn. 
And all the "admissions" have the same overwhelming power of am- 
viction, such as the admission regarding the meeting in the Hotel -- 
td, fram which the go-between is supposed to have proceeded to 
L. Trotsky. 

Among the accused there may have been individuals who actually 
did play with terrorist ideas. From the report of the court procecdinge 
no conclusive proof can be obtained either for or against this assump- 
tion. And that is the terrible thing about this trial, that the concludirig 
words of State Attorney Vyshinsky: "1 demand that dogs gone mad 
should be shot--every one of them!" (p. 164) became a reaIity, 
although no proceedings were taken that could illuminate the real facts, 
although no second court was allowed to -investigate tho -matter, a d  
although it is certain in the case of quite a number of decisive "admis- 
sions" that they are untrue. Maoover, the period of 72 hours for appeal 
was not even allowed to elapse, but the shootiags t d  place during the 
night after the verdict. There was no reason for this haste in any 
particularly critical situation of the regime, but the simple reason for 
it was the bad consciences of those who apply the "maUeus d e  
ficarwn" in <the Soviet Union. Tbe Ogpl~ wanted to muke swe of i t s  
vicths as qz&kly as possible. 

DIMITROV AND INDEPENDENT COUNSEL 

In our telegram we put forward the demand that "the accqsed shall 
be allowed to have defending con+  ' d o  ire absolutely independent 
of the Govcmment." . . The semi-ofiicial spokesmen in Mosqw were 
indignant at this demand. Dimitrov regards it as CCri&uI~us md 
pi&able9' for, as he says, the defendants "were granted the right to . 
choose their defeiding counsel . . . but they renounced the right of 
choosing defending couetel." -But as to the necessity of having fwdgn 
counsel for the defense at a trial in a dictatorship country, as we11 as 
the reasons for rejecting defending counsel who a& depekd& upon the 
dictatorship &verhmeent, we have a good witness who has said every- 
thing which i t  was kcessay to say, namely, Georgi Dimitrov himself. 
He -began his final speech-at the Reichstag Fire Trial with the following 
staieement, which we take from the Commutlist Intermstid Prrst 
Cowes@dnca of December 29rh, f 93 3 (p. 1296) .* 

*We give the version from thc edition of "Internatid Press 6neapondence." The 
h t  text published in the German edition, (Rerndschmr, page 1881), is still more rtriling. Fa 

instead of the words, "bat in the present sityation in Germany I cannot pedbly haw 
the aeccssary d e n c e  in his defease," it contains the follaning santena: "The present &ti- 
al conditions in Germany do not permit me to have any con6den.c~ in him as my defender, u ha 
ladm the mkmry -dendance f a  such a dcfesw." 



. 1 proposed the names of a number of lawyers whom I wanted to undertake m)r 
defense-Mom Giafferi, Torrds, Campinchi, Willard, Grigorov and fow others, but 
all my proposals were rejected. I have no particular distrust in Teichert, bnt irr tbs 
present sitnation in Grrmany I cannot Possibly bave tbe necessary conjidmct In bir 
defmse. I now address you with the request that you permit Willard to undertake my 
defense in conjunction with Teichert. If you are not prepared to agree to this, then 
I shall defend myself as best I can alone.y* I 

w. 
(The court then rejected this last request of Dimitrov.) 
Wow that you have rejected this proposal, I have! decided to defend myself. I 

wmt neither tbe hvney or tibc poison of a defensc which is forced me. I do not 
feel myself in any way bound by the speech for my defense made by Teichert. 
Deesive for my position is exclusively that which I say myself. I do not wish to 
offmd my party comrade, Torgler, particularly as, in my ap-, his defending lawyer 
has a?ready offended him enough, but as far as 2 am concerned, I -Id saancr be 
sentenced to deafb as sn bnocent mam by tbis cowrt tbm accept the surf of defense 
@t  forwu~d by Dr. Sack" (oar italics). 

What Dimitrov said with regard to Germany, namely, that no con- 
fidence could be placed in defending counsel from the country itself, as 
the necessary independence of such a defense was lacking, unfortu- 
nately applies to the full in the case of the Soviet Union as well. What 
counsel' for the defense could have dared seriously to oppose State Attor- 

. . ney Vyshinsky and attempt to reveal the truth? 
' ~ n d  what would have happened if one of the defendants had done 

what Dimitrov repeatedly did in the Reichstag Fire Trial, namely, 
demand defending counsel from abroad? We can picture this for 
ourseIv& only too well, for the Pravda condemned this demand, which 
we gut forward for the defendants in our telegram, as an attempt "to 
libel the Soviet Court." (Translated from Rundschy p. 1678) . 

Defendants in the Soviet Union may not dare to express their real 
opinion with regard to the political wstem of court proceedings. But 
we openly declare that as Iong as these methods of witchcraft trial 
obtain we consider political iustice under Stalin to be just as detestable 
as political justice under 13itler. 

D. N. PRITT'S' DEFENSE OF MOSCOW 

A. J. Vyshinskv has found an advocate, a famous advocate, in 
Western Europe. The whole of the Bolshevik press breathes again a t  
the fact that in the face of the storm of indignation and desperation 
caused by the last Moscow trial it can fall back upon an authority such 
i s  D. N. Pritt. This British lawver is one of the ornaments of the 
British Bar and bears the title of "King's Counsel." He was elected a 
Labor Member of Parliament at the last General Election, and his name 
became known far bevond the confines of Great Britain when he took 
over the presidency of the ."Counter-Trial" which was held in London 
pnd Paris in order to expose the National-Socialist tissue of lies in con- 
nection with the Reichstag Trial. On that occasion Pritt performed an 



invaluable service for Dimitrov, Torgler and the other two Corn.m&t 
ddchdants, md rightly awned the thanks of all anti-Fascists. What he 
h~ to say is noteworthy, not only because he is a great lawyer but also 
because of his political views. 

Pritt was in Moscow dcring the trial-whether by chance or spe- 
cially for the purpose we have not learned--and he telegraphed to the 

' 

Liberal Neurs Cbrotti.cle (August 27th) from the Crimea, which he . 
visited immediately after the trial, and later wrote a long article for the 
same newspaper (published on September 3rd), at the same time giving 
an interview to the Communist Ddly WmRer. He then wrote a preface 
to a pamphlet on the Moscow Trial, published by the "Anglo-Russian 
Parliamentary Committee," which is run by W. P. Coates in accordance 
with the wishes of the Soviet Gove~nment. This pamphlet also reprints 
the article from the News Chronicte, which concludes with the follow- 

. 

ing words: 
"The executive authorities of the U.S.S.R.. may have taken, by the saccessfu~ 

prosecution of this case, a very big step towards eradicating counter-revolutionary - 
activities. 

"'But it is equally clear that the judicature and the prosecuting attorney of the 
U.S.S.R. have taken at least as great a step towards establishing their reputation among 
the legal systems of the modern world." 

Pritt's attitude has been strongly criticized in England, and he has - 
now made a second series of public statements in which he attempts to . 

defend himself against his critics. Thus, he has sent two letters to the 
Muncbcrter Grcrrdiar (September 2 1st and October 9th) and, as his 
most important statement, has written a pamphlet of 3 9 panes, entitled 
"The Zinoviev Trial" (published by Victor Gollancz). He has also 
taken the lead in a debate amnged in London by the Society of Friends 
of the Soviet Union, a report of which appeared in the Manebester 
G-dian of October 1st. 

The complete contrast between Pritt's view' and our own, obviously 
calls for a careful examination of Pdtt's arguments. 

.. 
VITAL DTSl'INCTION BETWEEN ENGLISH AND RUSSIAN PROCEDURE 

Pritt points to his authority as an expert in criminal law, to his 
comparative studies of criminal'proceedigs in many countries, and 
particularly to his studies on Soviet Russia which appeared in 193 3. I 
am quite prepared to believe that tremendous progress has been made in 
criminal trials and criminal proceedings in the Soviet Union, and that -in 
many respects there have been exemplary innovations. But, however 
puch this may apply in crimivtaI cases, it does not prove anything at all 
6th-regard to the character of @ZJticd justice. 

T h e  first series of statements made by Pritt were bound to, produce 
the greatest astonishment, since he drew all bis conclusions seldy trom 



w o ~ r  the sparam sses in c o d  and did not makc the slightest refere 
to the fact that & r e  might also be problems which lie behind the same 
--in the predimhary investigation. Not until he had been drivenh on tcr 
the defensive by his critics did he go into the real problems in his last 
pamphlet. We must therefore consider the two pllases of Pritt's defaw 
of what happened in Moscow separately. 

During the first phase Pritt untiringly repeats how "courteous" the 
President of the Court and the Public Prosecutor were in their treat- 
mcnt of the defendants. They are not interrupted even when they 

at great length; the only thing that ."seems odd to the English 
*mind" is that the public applauds the speech of State Attorney Vyshin- 
sky, and that no attempt is made to prevent the applause. But " w h ~ e  
t h m  is no jury" this "c-t do much harm." 
These &st s t a t ~ t s  of Pritt's are based upon the tactics of 

regarding the Moscow trial as if it had taken place before a normal 
English court. In England the stress in legal proceedings really is placed 
upon the main proceedings in open court; here everything must appear. 
C M  jwocedure on the C o n h m t  is very diferent, and ~ u i s i t ~  
jarisdiction is positively the extreme opposite of an Engtish crimrirrd 
Mol. H m  the stress is loid sfion the ~elimIncrry investigut3on; at the 
proceadings En open collrt only the results of this iwestigatim, the 
finished confessions, are made Known. 

All this is, of course, very well known to Pritt, who has studied the 
V~IGOUS legal systems, and it was therefore extremely surprising that he 
s W  write and express opinions on a trial conducted on the principles 
of inquisitorial jurisdiction as if the 'confessions had been made before1 
English judges.* Thus he announces as the result of his observations 
tfiat.a "fair trial" had taken place, just as a Pritt of the 17th century 
on a visit to Rome, as a spectator at the tribunal of the Inquisition in 
the Dominican a n v e n t  of Sante Maria sopra h v a ,  might have 
observed the absolutely "fair h a l "  when Galileo publicly a b j d  
his errors. 

FJCTITIOUS CONFESSIONS AND FALSE A'DMISSEONS 
I 

Prin's thesis is that if the defendants plead guilty the court is not 
obliged to produce further proofs by documents or witnesses. Theplea 
of gr3ty s d i c ~  as a basis for the verdict. Certainly many jurists, - 
*+ r hook,. Ib6 l&mam Trial" (Waa G o H p n ~ .  Loairon. 1933), *hLh k concerned whh 

the Wdmpeba Vieitarr Trial'' in which Litish defendants wae amoag those who a&od Worn 
the apft in k b r a w  an a kbuiw of "sabotage," A. J. Cuuunbgs indicatud the difference between 
dm smam-s in the following .Ilroaufs: "The smrative a d d  ia effective aad hupr@ve; far 
the ate d d  ,$tdly to tell the story themselves. We am permitted to know nearly 
*=*t a &a mh tbe9 tbn9 o tbdr iatemgatots. AU thn we nr mt per. 
n t r t d  to b as what the i*rro&.akwr say to hm (pp. 76-77, QW Wb). 
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though by no wpm all,* will accept chis view in mmwd &ms4 It 
' becomes in abwrdity, however, when then is a suspicion chpr thc &ts 

of guilty is ficti.Eious. Then have repeatedly been such false p k r  of 
during absolutely uaobjectionable .court proceedings, but *hy 

arose from mental aberrations in the defendant, or else their motive atag 
one of self-sacdice on the part of the defendant, who wished to shidd- 
the d culprit. These were individual exceptions-but in the case of 
the t r i b d  of the Inquisition they existed on the largest scale to the 
extent of being an error inhemt in the system. 

In view of the opposition which Pritt encountered he has m w  
found himwlf obliged to express an opinion on the real probl-9 
involved. In his last pamphlet he ghw examines in great detail the p 
sibilities which might suggest that "confessions may have been e x d  
by brutality, by threats or by promises." He refers to the many - 

~ ~ 1 e s  of such criminal procedure in other countries and asks, "hat ' 
what iota of evidence is there that anything of the sort. actually hrp 
pad in this case?'" He says that "it seems plain to me, on a n& 
of &fFemmt g m d s ,  that mything in the nature of forced c o n f ~ s  
is intrinsically impossible." ' Pritt considers all these Merent grounds 
and b w s  with great forensic skill that the probabiities are a* 
forced cdessiom. However much might need to be said with regard 
te this demonstration of Pritt's, we can nevertheless spare ourselvo tbis  - 
&cussion. 'For there is one point where there is no need to balance 
possibilities b,ut where the u t t e r  rests on certainty. This point 3 th 
fact thaz a fictitious confession can be proved. It is surprihg &at 
Pritt, who deals fully with all kinds of more or less far-fetched indica- 
tions, gives no consideration whatever to she possibilities of confessb 
w&h show themselves to be objectively fictitious. 

A SIGNIFICANT SUPPRESSION 

Yet it is clear chat if rhe untrutMulness of even a single admission 
is shown, the whole artificial rvucture of probawcies wifh which Pritt 
operates, coUapses. As we have already sf?.-, there were the demon- 
strably false admissimu in rh Menshevik Trial of 193 1 on the journey 
of Abramitch to Russia, and in the last trial there was the demon- 
strably false admission as to what happened in the non-existent Hotel 
Bristol at Gopenhagen. Pritt makes no mention whatever of these facts, 
but he writes a preface to an edition of the report of the court proceed- 
ings in which the British public is guarded against learning anything of 
the testimony which can easily be proved to be a false confession. In 
this report, the passage from Hoitzman's confession with regard to the 
Hotel Bristol is simply--omitted. Anyone who wishes to convince him- 



kzTb*-, of the "accuracy of the e'diti02of the' 
published under Pritt's auspices, which 
dation that a perusal of i t  "will enable anyone to 

f the course of the trial," should compare page 49 o 
page 100 of the English edition published by the People's 
t of Justice of the U.S.S.R. We are quite convinced that 

delete this passage himself, and tJpt he assumed in good 
'faith the responsibility for the cuts made by the editor of this edition. 

..:~ut the deletion is so striking that we are unfortimately compelled to 
~bsume  that the editor of this report of the trial was aware of the busi- 

"*has of the Hotel Bristol, which had meanwhile, become widelx known 
the result of information published in the Copenhagen So 

A CHALLENGE TO D. N. PRITT 



the remfesshas" have turned, in ; p~sithezly grotesqw rmmn, into 
onr of the principal figwes h ttbs alleged tmorist phnr. 

The certainty that Sedov can never have been in the Hotel Bristol 
sfices for us to form a judgment as to the veracity value of the "con- 
fessions" made by the defendants. But should Pritt feel disposed to 
'argue that in this detail there may be a mistake in the name of the 
hotel, although this particular statement by Holtzman was made with 
the utmost precision, he may convince himself by such an interrogation 
that the other assumption for this important item of proof, namely, the 
presence of Sedov in Copenhagen, is also unfounded and that the whole 
complex of the indictment which rests upon the activity of Holt~man, 
is thus based upon a fictitious confession. 

When there is a suspicion that the plea of guilty is fictitious'then 
counsel is necessary even in the case of the best courts, if only to pro- 
tect the defendant from himself. This applie all the more when there 
is% suspicion that the methods of the tribunals of the Inquisition are 
being applied. 

The sixteen defendants are dead. The manner in which their . 
"confessions" were secured is covered with the cloak of secrecy. Here 
we will only speak of verifiable facts and not of hypotheses. We will 
therefore not discuss what may have happened during the preliminary 
investigation; it is sdcient for us to state that things must have h a p  
pened at the preliminary investigation that urgently need explaining, 
and that just as in the case of all the earlier trials of this kind a "collec- 
tive confession" was organized which is grotesque as a whole, and in its 
details rests upon false self-accusations. Precisely because what hap- 

. pened at the preliminary investigation is kept a secret, and because only 
counsel for defendants could ask to see the documents of the preliminary 
investigation, was the demand for the calling in of counsel really inde- 
pendent of the Soviet ~ovemin&t so fully justified. Pritt telegraphed 
GO the News Chronicle from the Crimea that he was "shocked" at our 
telegram which contained this demand, and in his last pamphlet he 
devotes several pages to a polemic against the telegram. 

Pritt repeats the refrain of the semi-official spokesmen of Moscow: 
"The prisoners voluntarily renounced counsel; they could have had 
counsel without fee had they wished but they preferred to dispek with 
them." Pritt avoids seriously considering the question why all these 
defendants "voluntarily renounced" counsel. His explanation is 
extremely simple: they wantdd to make a confession of guilt and they 
were themselves good speakers. And he maintains that they probably 
did not s d e r  by their decision, adding the tribute, "able as some of my 
Moscow colleagues are." 

Such is the level of argument to which Pritt descends. He acts m 
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if he did ~ l t  knpn that his " c M o s ~ ~ w  colleagues'' are useless in a peliric;st 2 
trial of this importance, since if they desired te conduii the defe~d9ns'~ 'z 
case seriously they would have to fear the revenge of the ders .  =Y,et I .  

- Pritt actually knows better than many others what efforts were made I 
by the fiends of Dimitrov and the btLr  omm mu nit defendafits in the - - 
Reichstag Fire Trial to secure the admission of foreign lawyers and 
particularly the admission of Pritt. He himself' rook a prominent part - ,I 
in these efforts! 

Unfortunately, Pritt was not admitted as counsel to the Reicbstag & 
Fire Trial in Leipzig and so the e x d e n t  of the counter-trial was neces-, ::.; 
sary. We are convinced that if Pritt could emancipate himself from his ;iI 
function as the defender of Vyshinsky he would already he obliged in 
the light of what is known regarding the false confessions in the MOB- -:; 
cow Triil to express the same judgment* as he pronounced at the eid 3 

of the counter trial in ~ondon with regard to the Reichstag Fire Trial -- i 
in Leipzig, namely, that: *,+-",--$- .r-  ! , - ,  

"The proceedings were an offense to the mmt primitive conceptions of humanity 
and justice" (translated from Rmdschatr, 1933, p. 1869). 

AFTERMATH OF THE KIROV ASSASSINATION 

In the Gddle of December, 1934, we wrote in the "Communica- 
tions on the Conditions of Political Prisoners" (No, 25) that: 

"On December 1st Sergius Kirov, the Secretary of the Central Committee of the 
Bolshevig' Party, w~ assassinated in Leningrad. Everyone undexstands the deep indig- 

.i nation and dismay which filled his friends and Party comrades, who regarded him as 
one of the most valuable forces in the Soviet Union. Nobody would be surprised if 
the Bolshe$.k dictamrship pursued the culprit or culprits with the full rigor of the 
law. He who takes up the sward must expect to perish by the sword. But what hap- 
pened in the Soviet Union after this assassination was something very diflemt. Twelve 
days after the assassination the assassin had not yet been tried, nothing was known to 
the public as to his motives, or even as to whether it  was an action committed for 
politid reasons or a personal act of revenge. But while the investigation against the 
murderer Nikolayev was still proceeding, there ware mass executions in Leningrad and 
Moscow on December 6th. Thirty-seven death sentences were carried out ip Lenin- 
grad, and 29 in Morcow, and the wave of terror is passing from town t o  town." 

Now, eighteen months later, we have some idea of what may be 
regarded a; arp*tion for :~,;$_"~y$y$~~7~~. yo:: There have 
reports of four trials: I L- I < . ,  i G % { A >  5 '$[;yip$y$q# . J.. * L. - 

*The "International Juridical Association" in Paris, which is under Cammunist dict ion but 
noclndIy appears as a t'non-party" organization, has thought fit to state in connection with the 
Moscow Trial that political justice in the Soviet Union is "a truly popular justice" and, dter 
giving the text of P W s  first telegram to the News Chronicle, i.e., without taking into consid- 
d o n  all the later statements published by Ptitt, to declare that the International Juridical 
Association adopts "the conclusions of . . . its eminent colhborator, D. N. Pritt, K.C." (Bulle- 
tin. of the Internationrl Juridical M a t i o n  for September 15th, 1936.) This procedure ia 
chuacteristic of the manner in which members of these Communist auxiliary organizations are 
tread. The well-lurorm Socialists whose names arc given at the head of this Bulletin, thus give 
iog the reader the impression that they bcor suaue responsibility for this publication, wiSl seriodp 
hrvt  to cawidtr what consequences to &aw frm tbis incident, 
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1. TJw Ccmmtuii$t R3uWscbw (1931, hfa 63, p 2846) scp4lred aa f&m: 
"The Cdkgium of the Suprane Cout of the U.SS,R. p d  on lhemba Sth, 
1934, ?gPinst I 1  white h r d i s s s  who were accused of prep- and &fg&&ag l#r- 

roristic acts against &ids of- the Soviet State, 'I%c court ascertained &at themajo&itp 
of the accused had slipped in through Poland, Latvia and Fialand. They wert artrusted 
with d e t c  task& in the o r ~ t z o n  of tctrorisric act& Sixty-six accused White ' 

Guardists were sentenced to be shot. The investigation against five ddendants is bg . 
.continued by decision of the cowt." (Tbis passage is urnslated from the German 
RrrrdscbrcPr. The ,report apparently did hot appear in the English e'fntamtional Prcsa 
Correspondencen) Apart fr& th nunm of the defendants, which were pubW in 
the Prmda on December 4th and bth, 1934, Le., at the beginning of the pmcdhgs,  
and in the verdict, nothing was emex hard a b u t  the details of the charge or tho . 

course of the trhl. The dilth sentences, 37 in Ldiringrld and 29 in MOBCOW, were 
imm&teiy carried cmt. 

- 2. On Decemba 281% and 29th, 1934, the t d  of Nkdayev, who had fiptd the 
shot at Ritov, and eleven ather ddard;mts, took phee. All twelve accused, d o  were 

' 

stated w have belonged to z ''Leningrad Centre," were sentenced to death and imme- 
diately shot. With regard to .this trial on17 an atfact  from the indicunent, a page- 
and-a-half in laash ( R n d s c k ,  1934, p. 3 101, a d  Intemufbd Press c b r e s h -  
d~sce, 1935, p. 31), and the wdicc (Rmdschsrr, 1935, p. 49) are known. 

3. From January 13 th to 18&, 193 5, the $rst trial of Zinoviev and m e v  
took place. Altogder there were 19 defendants before the Military Collegium of 
the Supreme Char t .  They were mid to have orgrnized a "Maecow Cartre." Tht 19 
defendanez received a total of 137 yars of imprisonment, of which Zinoviev and 
three ochers received ten years each. In addition, the Beopk*s Cmmkariet of the 
Interk scataaced 49 peasona involved in the matter of the ZinonPiero group ta intern- 
ment in camps for criminzls for a period of four to five yars, and 29 &r persoas 
to bo renuwed to various places in the country f a  a period of two to five years. The 
repom of the trial before the Military? CoMegium, which was hdd in secret, .rmu 
unusually brief. Apart from an extract from the indictment, and the verdict, only 
the declaration of one of the defendants (Yevdogimov) was published. The whole of 
the material published -ii the Znhma#od Press Cwres@dence only .mcupies two- 
and-a-half pages (pp. 189-1 11). 

4. From Artgust 19th to 24th, 1936, the second* trial sf &wiev and K.am.nev 
took plaee. At thjs trial a w d  d 16 defmdan~ faced the court. 'All of then were 
sentenced to Be;Kh and dm. 

It will be seen. tw according to the &cia1 reports of the Bolshevik 
press 94 death entmes have h e n  carried ouz since the assassination of 
Kirov. But there is no daubt that the number of victims executed 
without legal sentemp is mvch greater. - 

*&tween 2hm tno them w ra& trial of Ziaoviev and Kamenev orbich has p fat 
been kept tweet9 and 4th t.@ b~ which vnly p r i e  information was available. Salpam 
S c h ~ r r h o h r s ~ d i e d ~ ~ t h ~ ~ ~ t h a w h a l e o f t h e ~ t c r i n l n l ? t i n g t o & M o r -  
cow Trial and the e ~ ~ l a o ~  up ~EI it, it, h.c ~ v o r e d  that &ere are tefwencc~ te this 
saaat trial in tkm rcpart 4 dae Moauw W ef Ansrut of this yeat. Fire of J thi dram- 
s t o n e  amdtmu & wo& of Kimbncr, d m  mid.&$: 'This is the third time I am facing i 
ptdct~ian w m  on chc chrw of tmd& intedo11s, designs and actions9* (p. 169). Tbnr 5 
is stated in the verdict, andcr p i o u s  seqmma9 thrt Zhnttltv was "again sentinmi on Jdy 
2% 1935, to imprisonment for tcn years9 nn acamha6 with aicles  17 and 588 of tba Ctimi- 
nai Ch& of thc bt, S. F. S. 2." Acadag to private infomittion theia were tfiittp-dgk 
deftndpntsbefaedatroolrtat this trial and twoof &-wee (aptmad to death d shot. 



LBGAL SECURITY ABOLISHED F 

On December Ist, 1934, on the day after the assassination of Kirov, 
the Central Executive Committee of the U.S.S.R. put into force decrees 
containing the following terrible provisions: 

""Appeals against sentences imposed, and petitions for pardon will not be considered." 
"Sentences to the highest p d y  are to be carried" out immediately Zter the 

sentence is pranul~ed." 
Against this barbarism, this ''complete destruction by a stroke of 

the pen of the morsel of legal security which lies in the time allowed 
for appeal between the death sentence and the execution," we ener- 
getically protested in the above mentioned article, and we shall continue 
to protest against it. But we admit that we did not think it possible 
that that which was proclaimed at the moment of panic following the 
assassination of Kirov would be regarded as the law in force eighteen 
months later and literally carried out. 

On that occasion, December ~ t h ,  1934, "sixty-six accused White- 
Guardists were sentenced to be shot" in accordance wilth the "verdict" 
of the Supreme Court. The only concrete point which the world 
learned with regard to their crime was that "the majority of the accused 
had slipped in through Poland, Latvia and Finland." The shooting was 
the application of the accelerated procedure of the death penalty with- 
out any respite, whit% had been proclaimed five days before. What 
really happened may be clearly seen at once from the official statement 
in the Pravda of December 4th, the first part of which announces 
which members of the People's Commissariat of the Interior in the 
Leningrad area were dismissed and delivered over to the court, while the 
second part gives the names of the 71 "White-Guardists" who were 
handed over to the Collegium of the Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R. on 
December 2nd to be judged by rapid procedure. It was a terrorist 
measure produced by the failure of the police in the case of the 
assassination of Kirov. 

What happened at that time, occurred at a moment of panic. ' But 
. now, eighteen months later, another sixteen men are shot without it 
having been possible for their trial to be reconsidered by a second court, 
and the shooting was carried out during the night after the verdict. 

In our t e l e h  of August 2 1st b the kviet  Government, we 
demanded that "in any case no procedure'excluding the right of appeal 
shall be applied." The reconsideration of a verdict by a sezond court is ' 

one of the 'obvious condit@ns for legal security, and really does not 
need my further explanation., Because we demanded legal guarantees 

on thii point Ritt decides to defend political justice in the Soviet Union ("The Zino- 
viev *rial... -34-35). He does not shrink from saying that this lack of the right to appeal is 
accoua%d for an enormous advantage for the accused, since they ham the good fortune to 
come'btfott & hi hest court at once. And logically, of course, dwre cannot be a higher court 
t+.tha bigbest. iccordingly,  the right to appeal must fall! Yet this highest court, which Pritt 
d a w d p o a t  meaning to be ironical-as "the most h' My quli6e-d court" for such cases, 
i c l i  y-h Conqium of three military judges. We sh% not discuss this *'argumentf' until 
Ptitt introducing this advantage of the single court, in the case of offenses involving the 
death ~ d t p ,  for defendants in England aa well. 



for the Moscow -Trial the Pravda described de Brouck2re3 Citrine, 
Schevenels and myself as a "quartet of contemptible advocates for the 
Trotskyist murderers" and reproached us with "making an attempt to 
libel the Soviet Court, curtail its rights, alter the court procedure and 

. tone down the bviet laws in favor of the terrorists." (Translated from 
the German Rundscboy pp. 1677-1678). 

Yes, we confess that we shall always advocate with all our energy 
the "alteration" of this "court procedure," this procedure under which 
the reconsideration of verdicts by a second court is excluded and the 
death sentence carried out without any respite. 

THE OGPU "FRAMESTROTSKY 

The sixteen defendants have "confessed"-but the principal defend- 
ant, the true "spiritus rector" of all conspiracies, Leon Trotsky, has not 
confessed. On the contrary, he most energetically denies that any of 
the accusations against him, which the defendants made in their "'con- 
f essions," are grounded in truth., Yet after having sentenced the sixteen 
to be shot, the verdict of the Military Collegium of the Supreme Court 
closes with the following order: 

"Leo Davidovitch Trotsky, 2nd his son, Leo Lvovitch Sedov, now abroad, con- 
viated by the evidence of the accused I. N. Smirmv, E. S. HoStzman, Dreitmx, V. 
Olberg, Fritz David (I. I. Kruglyansky) and B-n-Yurin, and also by the materials 
in the present case as having directly prepared and personally directed the organiza- 
tion in the U.S.S.R.. of terroristic acts against the leaders of the C.P.S.U. and the 
Soviet State, are subject in the event of their being discovered on the territory of the 
U.S.S.R. m immediate arrest and trial by the Military Collegium of the Supreme 
Court of the U.S.S.R." (p. 180). , 

The quality of the "proofs" against Trotsky is known from the 
confession of Holtzman, who is supposed to have conveyed a verbal 
message from Trotsky, and from the most important document pub- 
lished in the indictment (p. 22) which represents a letter alleged to 
have been written by Trotsky personally. Tbe Court learned of the 
"text" of tbis ktter from tbc confession of tbc defendant Dreitzer, who 
was able to recite tbr letter t e x t d l y ,  t h g h  two years earlier it  bad 
be6bhurnt.  (That the letter was not burnt, because it had never 
existed, is a matter of no great importance compared with the defendant 
Dreitzer's achievement). 

After what is known concerning the demonstrably false evidew 
of the accused, nobody can believe all these "proofs" against Trotsky 
which are adduced in the confessions. 

But on one occasion Trotsky-really did write about individual terror 
*krthe Bdetin de 1'Oppoaitiort ( ~ ~ )  No. 52-53 (Puir, Octob#, 1936) 

the Tram abroad have pubhhed a v o I ~ u a  and m r l y  w&.doaameated rtr-ent, 
running to 52 paw, on the foar of the aid. This did not urive until chr p-,t d e  
was ronduded. 



Z: Soviet Union! 

"' j Tm@, Trotsky stated that: 

generation. Terrorism is the tragic accompaniment of hapartism." 



J 

a n v n e o t p ~ e t f d 6 n p i n & c h ~ c d a ~ ~ & k r o l u v c m a ~ m ,  
but wider which th nioat ~ d i o u s  pan of the campaign oE miarrp- 
resentation, especially against the Labor and Socialist International, was 
carried on during the trial. The most interesting par't about this article 
is the date when it appeared. It was the date on which, as is apparent 
from the indictment, the greatest pressure was applied in order to 
obtain "confessions" from the accused regarding Trotsky's call for 
terrorism.- 

MOSCOW AND TROTSKY'S RIG* OP ASYLUM 

We wish to make it very clear that we do not accept the mistaken 
world-revolutionary ideas of the Trotskyist sect, we want no responsi- 
bility .for the thoroughly mistaken policy of the Trotskyists, but i t  is 
our duty to point out that the inclusion of Trotsky in the "amalgam" 
of the trial is one of the most wanton and ridiculous actions which have 
ever been encountered in the criminal witchcraft trials. The practical 
object of this action is the most ignominious chapter of the whole 
affair.. It is an attempt to deprive Trotsky of the right of asylum in 
Norway and to organize a hue and cry againat him which would leave 

- him no place anywhere in the world wbere he could live. 
On the basis of the "results" of the teal, which are supposed to 

"prove'y that 'Trotsky, who is living in Norway, is the organizer and 
director of the terroristic acts, the object of which is the assassination 
of members of the Soviet Government and leaders of the Soviet People," 
the Soviet Government addressed a note to the Norwegian Government 
on August 30th, 1936, the shameless text of which can be read in the 
Communist Rundschu (No. 40, p. 1682). The note closes with the 
following words: 

'The Soviet Gwernment hopes tha t  the Norwegian Government will not fail to 
take the necessary measures to withdraw from Trasky the further right of asylum 
on Norwegian soil." 

The. %.biet Government openly demands the withdrawal of the 
right of alsylom fiom a political nfugk, and it indirectly demands d 
mdre, nliaely, the surrender of Trotsky to the Soviet Goveniment, by 
pointing to negotiations which are being conducted 'in Genevaind 
are not even concluded---according to which "Members of the League 
of Nations have to support each other in the struggle against terrorism." 

I . .  
MOSCOW AND POLITICAL PERSECUTION 

We are fighthg for legal security in political trials, we are fighting 
for the liberation of the pri&rS in Fascist countries, we are fighting 
against the baibarism of the Gestapo, we are'fighting against the death 
penalty, and we are fightirig for the right of asylum' in the democratic 
countries. And ib eve* one of tbea 8 p h  of combt S t a b  f& 



ghtest objection to the judi 

attitude of a pure struggle for power: force against force, injustice 
against injustice. But they do not do this. They appeal to the sense of 
justice of European public opinion, and to the feelings of humanity of 
civilized people. Thus the "Red Aid" and all the institutions created 
by it become "double-dealing" organizations which s d e r  one failure 
after another. During this summer the facts of this double-dealing 
have appeared with positively dramatic force. 

On . June 2 lst, 193 6, a "Conference for the Right of Asylum," 
initiated by the Communists, following a really brilIiant idea, adopted 

6) a well-considered draft of 
ontained the following t 

Two months after the Conference in Paris formulated 
demands, namely, on August 30th, StaIin deals the right of asylum a 
hammer-blow by demanding of the Norwegian Government the with- 

awal of the right of asylum from Trotsky! 
On July 5th, 193 6, a "European Amnesty Conference for the anti 

ascist prisoners in Germany" met in Brussels on the initiative of the 
Communists and, as reported in the Communist IntermtionuI Press 

in Moscow. A 



The Amnesty Confexmce had before i t  well-documented memo- 
- randa on the atrocities of the Gestapo, but the Moscow Trial disturbs 

the consciences of all right-thinking people with the question, "And 
the OGPU?" , 

The Communists are absolutely right when they do all in their 
power to save political prisoners from the executioner, but unfortu- 
nately their actions take on a positively grotesque aspect when they at 
the same time pass over in silence the shootings in Moscow or are even 

I 
obliged to applaud than. 

The Communist auxiliary organiwions possess good ideas, organ- 
izing skill and abundant financial resources. The only thing they lack 
is unity of moral basis. Yet this is more important than anything else 
for people who desire effectively to combat the disgrace of Fascist 
barbarism. Thus out of the necessities of the struggle against Fascism 
arises the question which presents itself again and again under every 
possible aspect: 

Why are the Moscow rrrlers unable to disfiense with tbc witchcraft 
trials, why are they =able fo introduce those forms of fiolitical p m l  
trirJI wbich we urnemittingly demund from the Fascist rulers? 

THE AUTHOR'S PERSONAL CONCLUSIONS 

What I have so far set out could have been written by any other 
Socialist, and I assume that i t  will meet with the approval of all honest 
people who are able freely to express their convictions. In my conclu- 
sions I am compelled to speak personally for my attitude to the prob- 
lems raised by the Moscow Trial is not so simple as that of those who 
reject individual terror "on principle." 

In my defense before the Special Tribunal* two decades ago, I 
declared that only 

"t4e holding of such trials as today's justifies every act of violence against the 
rulers in Austria. This trial alon-nd such trials in general-is for me a moral 
justification. And I should like to point out that it is the state of justice in Austria 
which has weighed upon me most seriously since the beginning of the. war, and has 
repeatedly awakened in me a feeling of offended honor, a feeling of shame at being 
an Austrian." 

~ r o &  these few words it will be understood that the struggle against 
the dcstrrrctb of kgd semrity which I untiringly carried on against 
Habsburg absohtism, imposes upon me the obvious duty to protest 
with all my energy against the iudicial atrocities in the country which 
claims the honorable name of "Socialist." For legal security was, and 
still remains, for me as much an attribute of the Socialist order of 
society as security of material existence. I - 

*This Trial was held tn Vienna during the War (18th-19th May, 1917)-Adler was can- 
demned to death; thii sentence was commuted to 18 yead imprisonment in October, 1917, and 
a full imnostp was given by the Emperor on the 31st October, 1918. 

29 



In my speech before the Special Tribunal I. c l d y  pointed 
which individual terror may produce for the L a k  
opposition to the axiom of its complete rejection I 

y to the belief - that questions of individual terror must 
under a dual aspect: whether they correspond t ~ ?  n r t d  c o n s h s ~ ~  
of justice orr the part of tk h o p k  and whether under the giv 
cumstances they are a sacitable metbod in the proletarian' strugg 

VIOLENCE IN SOVIET RUSSIA REJECTED 

On that occasion I said that the "holding of such trialsJ'-name1 
from which the foundations of justice are absent-justifies "every 

act of violence against the rulers." I am still of the same opinion today- 
But much as I understand that everyone whose capacity to react against 
injustice is not entirely blunted, must be filled with the deepest indig-, 
d o n  at the judicial murders in the Soviet Union, 1 wish to say with 
q u a 1  clearness that I do not regard h d i v i h l  terrm ilr tbe Soutet 
U&n as a sw'table method. And this out of a far more general con- 
ddemtion. In my personal view individual terror--even though it may 
only be suitable in rare and exceptional cases-is an expedient in the 
mtolutiorury struggle. IM I decidedly reject all f mms of reuoZutj,nur y 
sttwggk agtahst the reghe h the Soviet Union, and not only individual 
forms, but also muss sfsuggles. Four years ago, when .the prospects of 
an economic success for the Gtalin experiment were much more 
unfavorable, I emphatically took the view that the Russian .Social- 

&xady been successfully negotiated, and even though I by no means 
overlook the shahws of economic inju&ces and difficulties alongrid1 
the b a a n t  economic achievements--it appears to me more and more 
necessary for the Russian Social-Democratic Party to continue along 

at rrnd & s o p i . l i ~ m ~ ~ ~  
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the line which it has so far coasistei~tly followed, md not to rlla iodf - ' 

to be d i v e d  therefrom, however great may be the pmv- pf 
Stalin's despotic rule. 

The Soviet Union has in great measure abolished capitalism, itS 
workers and peasants have achieved tremendous work of consuuction, 
and we desire to hap it with all our energy, in its defense against its 
enemies at home and abroad. But witb regard to wbat is bad in tbe 
&vie# Unian we shall never allow omelves to be forced to play tbe 
Part of dumb cws or mendacious whitewasbers. In this we d i ~ e r  from 
tbe puppets of the Cmm1cnist Parties. 

We okpose any forcible intervmtion in tbe developmwts in fbc + 

Soviet Union, but we c m m t  give up #be right of criticism, a criticism 
which is indispensable, toot to #be detrimetzt but in favw of a @acefd 
and evol1ctionary develo@en# in #be Soviet Union towards #be estub- 
lisbment of tbr rigbts and liberties of #be people. 

It is far from my intention to deny that at a time when Hider and 
Mussolini, Pilsudski and Dollfuss, the little potentates of the Border 
States and the Balkans, have destroyed the legal basis in a great part of 
~ u r o f i  and adopted the basis of force, the working-class is compelled ,< 

- 1 

to fight the Fascist usurpers and reactionary bullies of declining capi- 
talism on the ground which they themselves have chosen: on the basis 
of force. We know and recognize the historic role of dictatorship in 
the gr& historical periods of revolution. A dictatorship is frightful 
and awakens horror when it takes the form of a violent and blood- 
thirsty terror, but it may even then be a terror in good faith. A dicta- 
torship becomes a serious danger when it  takes its example from the 
whims of sadistic potentates who are filled with contempt for human 
life and cruelly and remorselessly strike off valuable heads. But a dic- 
tatorship becomes contemptible when it sinks to a "double-dealing" 
terror. Our question to Dimimv is this: Is #be most contemptible form 
of terror, a terror x d e r  legal fietexis, really a necessary condition for 
Socialkt constrrction? Was it not possible during the whole period of 
the dictatorship under Lenin, and even the whole of the h t  decade 
after the October Revolution, to manage without the disgrace of sucK 
witchcraft trials, wirhout inquisitional proceedings with extorted 
fictitious confessions? . 

The Catholic Church is today ashamed of the witchcraft and 
sorcery trials which it cvried out with the greatest aplomb three 
hundred years ago. It attempts to eradicate their memory. When +ill 
the moment come when the Soviet Union will be ashamed of the witch- 
craft trials too? For the opponents of joint action in the international 
sphere the Moscow Trial was a most effective argument. As a result of 
this trial the tendencies towards unity have received a severe set-back. 



T-be Swkt U w  appeared to kRr a great step towards meatkg tbe 
c d i t i w  for m derstading mrong tbe workers as a wbok by pub- 
lisbing tbe plans for tbe Cmti t?ctb,  but it hs t a h  two stejs back- 
ward by stagjag the Moscow Trial. 

Nevertheless the working-class in the great industrial countries of 
the West must carry on the struggle jointly ~ $ 5  -the working-class in 
the Soviet Union if i t  is to be capable of meetin. the great dangers 
which the approaching new World War will bring. In this war the 
Soviet Union will be the most important and powerful fortress of the 
international working-class. In view of this war the workers of a11 
countries must unite, all opposition must be overcome, all who regard 
this future war as the great conflict between the working-class and th 

attitude iq this war: On the fronts of the class-struggle. 
rn bourgeoisie must co-operate, dl those for whom there can only be on 
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"1 prediet ?that B e M  elw Moscozu Trial will s t q d .  
as a brilliant at-* .td clarify the confasd status 
particulu trial, but rho as O landmark in intdkgd~th 
p a m p h ~ e t r r ~ ~  in the h e d c a n  1abr and r m g 1 ~ 1 t i ~ ~ y  &ape@' ; : 

1 
ment. I know of no other s u c h  work written by a+&'&s~$~iP&+, ' 

I my time eo match it For cl&p, fern, intslligcpee; rad le$#Frp;, 
JAMES T. FARRELL;;~~~ ...,La , 

I 
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